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ABSTRACT 

The study of triacylglycerols (TAGs) in their molten state is of fundamental importance for 

a deeper understanding of TAG-crystallization processes, being highly relevant for both, 

manufacturing and medical applications. Whilst different models have been proposed to explain 

the nanostructured nature of the fluid state of TAGs, none of them are fully satisfactory. In this 

paper, we propose a new model consisting of positionally uncorrelated lamellar TAG-

assemblies embedded in an isotropic medium, that assist as pre-nucleating structures. This 

model was validated by applying a novel global fitting method, resulting in excellent agreement 

with the small angle X-ray scattering data. Deeper analysis of the scattering patterns at different 

temperatures, both in cooling and heating direction, allowed us further to detect crystalline 

traces of TAGs even after heating to 40 °C, and record on cooling the onset of crystallization 

at 30-25 °C. The application of the presented novel model not only explains the outstandingly 

structured fluid of molten TAGs, but also lays the basis for analyzing first crystallization steps 

in greater detail, which is outlined in our follow-up paper ‘Global Small-Angle X-ray Scattering 

Data Analysis of Triacylglycerols in the g-Phase (Part II)’. 
  



INTRODUCTION 

Triacylglycerols (TAGs) are one of the main components of vegetable fats, and consist of 

three fatty acids (FAs) esterified to a glycerol backbone. In cocoa butter (CB), the source used 

in this study, the majority of TAGs are comprised of long FA chains (C16 to C18), most 

commonly palmitic (P), and stearic (S) in positions sn-1 and/or sn-3, and oleic (O) in position 

sn-2 and are commonly known as symmetric TAGs.1 The food industry’s central interest in 

TAGs relates to their functional properties which underpin the attractiveness of chocolate to 

consumers. Understanding the relation between TAG structure and function helps advance food 

formulations and related food processing techniques such as the optimization of chocolate 

tempering.2 To make progress in confectionary research, links between molecular structure and 

physical properties of TAGs need to be understood in greater detail.3-6 Furthermore, TAGs play 

a crucial role in some important diseases such as atherosclerosis and fatty liver disease.7-9 

However we note, that our main incentive for investigating cocoa butter’s molecular structure 

in the molten state, lies in its relevance for the confectionary industry. Moreover, by analyzing 

a classical TAG-mixture this does lay the basis for future systematic studies on pure TAG 

samples, i.e. when following up more specialized questions such as the influence of chain-

length and saturation to mention a few. 

The first X-ray diffraction experiments on TAGs were carried out by the pioneers Clarkson 

and Malkin in 1934, who were among the first to analyze polymorphism of TAGs.10 TAG 

polymorphism has since been widely studied, applying various methods11-14 such as 

microscopy,15-18 infrared and Raman spectroscopy,19-23 nuclear magnetic resonance,24-31 

differential scanning calorimetry,4, 17, 32-38 ultrasound measurements,39-44 X-ray and neutron 

scattering methods28, 45-59 and computer simulations.59, 60 We note, that TAGs – although overall 

non-polar molecules – possess a slight amphiphilic character, for the glycerol backbone is 

moderately hydrophilic due to the partial charges of both the oxygen and carbon atoms of the 

ester bond, whilst the acyl chains are completely hydrophobic.61 Therefore, they undergo 

aggregation into ordered structures with repeat distances in the order of few nanometers. Studies 

have shown the formation of amorphous/semi-crystalline states by TAGs in the liquid state,62-

69 while highly ordered crystalline structures are observed in the solid state (commonly named 

in the order of increasing packing density as g-, く’- and く-polymorphs).6 In this study, however, 

we will concentrate on the molten state of TAGs, before we revisit, in a second part, the 

structure and formation of the g-polymorph coexisting with a high amount of molten TAGs. 

For TAGs in the liquid state, small angle X-ray and neutron scattering (SAXS, SANS) 

measurements display a broad diffuse peak at around 2.6 nm-1, which is equivalent to a 



characteristic distance of 2.4 nm.46, 68 The position of this broad peak varies slightly among 

different types of TAGs depending on the chain length, chain saturation and the position of the 

FAs along the glycerol backbone. Other physical and environmental conditions may also 

influence the semi-crystalline states such as temperature, pressure, and sample history.70 

Nevertheless, a fully satisfying explanation of this observed fluid ordering phenomenon has yet 

to be delivered. Three main different structural models for the molten state of TAGs have been 

proposed, namely (i) smectic, (ii) nematic and (iii) discotic arrangements of TAGs.68, 71, 72 

 

Figure 1. (A) Smectic,73 (B) nematic69 and (C) discotic63 arrangement of TAGs in the molten 

state. The proposed models base on qualitative interpretation of X-ray and neutron scattering 

data.68, 71, 72 The Y-conformation of a single TAG in the discotic phase is also shown in panel C. 

In the smectic model proposed by Larsson,71 h-conformed TAGs are believed to form a 

lamellar liquid-crystalline phase with very loosely stacked bilayers, i.e. with a complete lack a 

long-range order (Figure 1A). This means, each lamella has roughly the thickness of two fatty 

acid chain length – also known as “2L layer” arrangement – and all the chains within a lamella 

layer align in one direction only. Importantly, Larsson described a system with stacked layers, 

but the stacks being highly disordered thus accounting for the absence of diffraction peaks in 

the recorded X-ray and neutron data. 

Cebula et al.68 criticized the well-defined lamellar structure proposed by Larsson. Based on 

neutron diffraction evidence from trilaurin whose glycerol hydrogens were replaced with 

deuterium increasing the neutron scattering from the glycerol backbone, they argued that such 

smectic structure is unlikely to exist, otherwise, sharper and more dominant reflections should 

be observed in the scattering pattern arising from both, the given long- and short-spacings, 

respectively. Consequently, they proposed a nematic model for TAG arrangement in the liquid 

state to reflect the neutron data more satisfactorily (Figure 1B). They further explicate that the 

observed reduction of the characteristic lamellar repeat distances (comparing neutron data from 

liquid and solid TAG phases) is due to both, the interdigitation of the FAs given in the nematic 

arrangement, and the effective shortening of FA chains above the melting point (arising from 



the given trans-gauche conformers of each chain).74 The main weakness of the nematic model, 

as pointed out later by Larsson,67 lies in the general requirement for the existence of stiff, rod-

like molecules for its formation, which is not the case for TAGs displaying a high chain mobility 

above the melting point. Secondly, given the vast number of liquid crystalline lipid structures 

published, it seems unlikely that a nematic arrangement of lipids has never been observed 

beforehand. Noteworthy, despite the differences between the proposed models by Larsson and 

Cebula, they both suggest an h-conformation of TAGs; however, based upon molecular shape 

arguments and computer simulation, Corkery et al.72 argued that the chains of a single TAG 

molecule can splay into an entropically driven Y-conformer in the melt, which could lead to 

the formation of a discotic arrangement of TAGs (Figure 1C). 

In the discotic model, these Y-conformers exhibit time-averaged disc-like shapes and are 

assumed to assemble into flexible cylindrical rods or columns via interdigitated stacking of the 

TAGs. In turn, these TAG-stacked rods are believed to loosely pack (also with interdigitation) 

into time-averaged disordered hexagonal mesophases.63 While this model can be argued being 

in agreement with the published scattering data, it remains unsatisfactory that this discotic lipid 

mesophase can remain stable, as throughout the Y-conformers all there is to keep this 

complexly structured assembly intact are only reduced, non-aligned van der Waals forces. 

Interestingly, Tascini et al.59 predicted recently from their molecular dynamics simulation 

studies on the fluid state of sebum triacylglycerol (note, all three FAs are 16:1 with a double 

bond at position 6), a clustering of TAGs’ glycerol backbones leading to a single percolated 

network. This clustering of TAGs headgroups – as we will demonstrate in the following - is 

confirmed also in our experimental modelling of TAGs in the molten state, but nevertheless, 

we do return in our study to the idea of planar TAG clusters, which seems the most appealing 

approach, since the nascent solid polymorphs of TAGs are of lamellar nature. We note, 

however, based on this recent simulation data,59 that we are discussing the possible 

dimensionality of the forming clusters in the molten state with great care (1D-wormlike versus 

2D layered clusters). Secondly, in contrast to the Larsson’s model, we are not considering any 

lamellar stacking, but suggest two differently assembled TAG-layered models and test their 

validity with experimental SAXS data. Furthermore, we are treating these lamellar assemblies 

to be positionally uncorrelated, i.e., being embedded in an isotropic medium of molten TAGs. 

Eighteen years of experience with the modelling of planar lipid mesophases75-77 enabled us 

to develop a similar global fitting procedure for TAGs in the molten state. This new model 

allows a high resolution portrayal of the local molecular organization of mixed TAGs in the 



fluid phase over a wide temperature range and is also in excellent agreement with the given 

SAXS data without the need for highly speculative interpretations. 

 

 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Sample Preparation 

West African cocoa butter (CB) provided by Nestlé, PTC, York, U.K. was used without 

additional refining. Two 1.5mm quartz disposable capillaries were filled with molten CB (at 

50 °C) and sealed with wax and epoxy glue. The samples were then allowed to cool at room 

temperature and kept under this condition for at least one week to ensure the presence of the く-

V polymorph. Its formation was confirmed through preliminary small- and wide-angle X-ray 

(SAXS/WAXS) measurements taken with an exposure time of 5 minutes. While there are many 

other solid polymorphs known for TAGs46, we note, that the く-V polymorph is the most relevant 

phase in chocolate production, and hence was chosen as experimental starting point. 

 

X-ray Scattering Measurements 

Both, SAXS and WAXS experiments were performed with the SAXSpace instrument (Anton 

Paar GmbH, Graz, Austria) equipped with a Cu-anode that operates at 40 kV and 50 mA (そ = 

0.154 nm). The instrument is equipped with a temperature-controlled stage (TCStage 150, 

Anton Paar, Graz, Austria) working in a range from -30 to 150 °C (precision 0.1 °C). 

The scattering vector modulus, q, was calibrated with silver-behenate. The sample-detector 

distance used for the SAXS measurements was 317 mm and for the simultaneous SAXS and 

WAXS measurements 130 mm. We note that the latter set-up was only relevant for ensuring 

the samples to have formed the stable く-V polymorph beforehand (0.1 nm-1 ≤ q ≤ 18 nm-1 with 

q = (4ヾ/そ) sin(し), where 2し is the scattering angle). More significantly, the SAXS-setup covered 

the angular scattering range of 0.07 nm-1 ≤ q ≤ 8 nm-1. The 1D scattering patterns were recorded 

with a Mythen micro-strip X-ray detector (Dectris Ltd, Baden, Switzerland). Note all simulated 

model functions were smeared using the experimentally determined length-profile of the X-ray 

beam (20 mm width) of the SAXSpace camera. More specific details on the X-ray scattering 

set-up and the standard data reduction protocols can be found in reference.78 

Once the presence of the く-V form was confirmed, the sample was allowed to equilibrate at 

20 °C in the sample stage of the SAXSpace instrument, followed by a heating protocol based 

on the methodology of Da Silva and Rousseau21. The sample was heated from 20 °C to 35 °C 



in 5 °C degrees steps, followed by 37 °C (body temperature), 40 °C, and subsequently heated 

to 110 °C in steps of 10 °C. The sample was then cooled down to 20 °C, following a reversed 

protocol in cooling direction. At each programmed temperature the sample was equilibrated for 

10 minutes and an exposure time of 20 minutes was used. 

 

Analysis of the Broad Scattering Contribution from TAGs in the Molten State 

The temperature-resolved analysis of the broad scattering maxima of the SAXS patterns was 

firstly carried out applying a Gaussian distribution using Origin Pro 9.1® 荊岫圏岻 噺 検待 髪 凋栂謬岾肺鉄峇 ゲ exp岾伐に盤岫圏 伐 圏頂岻【拳匪態峇     (1) 

where y
0 

is the offset, w = 2j is the width of the distribution, A is the area under the bell-

shaped curve and qc marks the center of the distribution. From the latter parameter, we can 

deduce a characteristic distance of the semi-ordered TAGs in the molten state 

D = 2講【圏c          (2) 

The full width half maximum (FWHM) in reciprocal space is given by 繋激茎警岫圏岻 噺 拳紐ln岫ね岻,        (3) 

from which the FWHM(z) in real space can be calculated (see SI) by 繋激茎警岫権岻 噺  態訂庁調張暢岫槌岻槌迩鉄貸岫庁調張暢岫槌岻【態岻鉄       (4) 

We note that the FWHM(z) gives a only qualitative measure of the size distribution of the 

characteristic distance, D, of the semi-ordered TAGs in the molten state. 

 

Global SAXS Data Analysis Applying Novel Lamellar TAG Assembly Models 

To take a closer look at the structuring of TAGs in the fluid phase, we have applied a tailored 

global analysis approach introduced successfully more than 17 years ago for the global analysis 

of X-ray and neutron scattering from phospholipid bilayer structures.75-77 The scattering 

intensity of aligned lamellar stacks can be described by  荊岫圏岻 噺 聴岫槌岻弁庁岫槌岻鉄弁槌鉄          (5) 

in which q is the scattering vector modulus, 繋岫圏岻 is the form factor (arising from the lamellar 

motif) and 鯨岫圏岻 is the structure factor (arising from the stacking order). In the models for TAGs 

in the molten state proposed in this study, we assume the absence of positionally correlated 



layers. In other words, while we consider the formation of lamellar TAG assemblies, these 

lamellae are not assumed to align in stacks, but rather, are embedded in an isotropic medium of 

molten TAGs (Figure 2A). Therefore, we omit the structure factor contribution and the 

scattering intensity can be simplified79 to 荊岫圏岻 噺 弁庁岫槌岻鉄弁槌鉄           (6) 

For a flat layered structure, we can obtain the form factor F(q) from the one-dimensional Fourier 

transform (FT) of the electron density profile across the depth of the layer that we model as a 

summation various Gaussian peaks (one-dimensional) each representing a particular molecular 

moiety or region.77, 80 The form factor can then be written for centrosymmetric profiles (F’(q)) 

in the in general form81 繋旺岫圏岻 噺 圏貸怠 デ 貢賃購賃 exp 岾伐 槌鉄蹄入鉄態 峇 cos岫圏権賃岻津賃退怠 ,     (7) 

where とk denotes the amplitude of the Gaussian, jk the width and zk its position. Note, a factor 

of q-1 must be added to relate the one-dimensional FT correctly to the three-dimensional 

spherical metrics of reciprocal space (for further discussion see details in the SI). Above in Eq. 

6 this was accomplished by applying a Lorentz correction of q-2.79 We note, correcting for 

spherical geometry, the final scattering intensities does decay by q-2, indicating the planar nature 

of scattering objects, which are randomly oriented in all directions. 

In our first model, we constructed the electron density distribution as a linear combination 

of two Gaussian functions. This simple 2-Gaussian electron density model is constructed 

according to equation 貢彫彫岫権岻 噺 結捲喧 岾伐 岫佃岻鉄態蹄奈峇 伐 貢追 デ 結捲喧 岾伐 岫佃貸珍佃頓岻鉄態蹄頓 峇珍退怠┸貸怠 ,    (8) 

which the first term describes the electron density distribution of the glycerol backbone at the 

center of the layered TAG assembly (zero position along z-axis) with distribution breadth of 購弔. The second term represents the electron density distribution around the lipid hydrocarbon 

methyl groups (CH3) positioned at either side, 権寵張典 and -権寵張典 with the distribution breadth given 

by ıC. The amplitude ȡr = |ȡC/ȡG| denotes the relative electron density contrast of CH3 groups 

normalized with glycerol backbone electron density, ȡG. Please note, that this normalization 

pays tribute to the fact that the electron density contrasts ȡC and ȡG are not linear independent 

variables, thus allowing us to define ȡG := 1. Finally, the squared Fourier transform for the 

above electron density function can be calculated by76, 81 



繋彫彫岫圏岻態 噺 に講 峙購弔 exp 岾伐 蹄奈鉄槌鉄態 峇 伐 に貢追購寵 exp 岾伐 蹄頓鉄槌鉄態 峇 cos岫圏権寵岻峩態
  (9) 

Nevertheless, as will be shown in the results section, the 2-Gaussian model does not fit the 

SAXS data perfectly. Thus, we designed an extended model using 3-Gaussian distributions to 

construct the electron density distribution considering a loose attachment of an additional shell 

of TAGs to the central core of our previous model (Eq. 8). This electron density profile is 

formulated by 貢彫彫彫岫権岻 噺 結捲喧 岾伐 佃鉄態蹄奈峇 伐 貢追 デ 結捲喧 岾伐 岫佃貸珍佃頓岻鉄態蹄頓 峇 髪珍退怠┸貸怠】貢鎚朕勅鎮鎮】 デ 結捲喧 岾伐 岫佃貸珍佃濡廿賑如如岻鉄態蹄濡廿賑如如 峇珍退怠┸貸怠      (10) 

in which the 】貢鎚朕勅鎮鎮】 is the relative electron density contrast of the lower concentrated glycerol 

regions of the second TAGs layer, again normalized with glycerol backbone electron density, 

ȡG and 罰権鎚朕勅鎮鎮 represents its position along 権-axis (Figure 1B). Similarly, the Fourier transform 

leads to 

繋彫彫彫岫圏岻態 噺 に講 崛購弔 exp 岾伐 蹄奈鉄槌鉄態 峇 伐 に貢追購寵 exp 岾伐 蹄頓鉄槌鉄態 峇 cos岫圏権寵岻髪に】貢鎚朕勅鎮鎮】購鎚朕勅鎮鎮 exp 岾伐 蹄濡廿賑如如鉄槌鉄態 峇 cos岫圏権鎚朕勅鎮鎮岻 崑態
  (11) 

Finally, the experimental intensity data (Eq. 6) were globally fitted by using a Particle Swarm 

Optimization (PSO) method19 to avoid local minima fitting solutions. 



 

Figure 2. Lamellar TAG assembly model. (A) Schematic sectional representation of the 

lamellar TAG assembly model. The TAGs back-to-back assemblies are treated as 2D-lamellar 

double layers (red-purple) with a loosely attached outer layer of TAGs (black). Note, that the 

lateral extension of the assemblies are assumed to be practically infinite, when compared to the 

thickness of the lamellae. Non-assembled TAGs are shown in light grey. (B) Electron density 

profile modelled with three Gaussian distributions identifying (i) the high density glycerol 

backbone region (centered at the origin), (ii) the low density hydrocarbon chain regions (methyl 

group rich) and (iii) low density glycerol backbone regions (loosely attached second layer). 

 

 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Overall Size and Ordering Trends as a Function of Temperature 

In the liquid state of CB, a broad scattering distribution around 2.3 nm-1 was recorded over a 

wide temperature range, i.e. from 40 °C up to 110 °C (Figure 3A). On cooling, this broad peak 

roughly displays the same position and width as on heating, but the fluid phase remains stable 

also during undercooling down to 20 °C. This broad diffuse scattering, at first glance, confirms 

the existence of a semi-ordered structure. A detailed analysis of the scattering profiles over the 

examined temperature range reveals that the sharpness of the peak slightly increases by 

reducing the temperature, thus demonstrating that more ordered structures are formed when 

cooling. These observations agree with the general law of temperature driven entropy changes. 



However, for providing a quantitative picture about molecular organization, we fitted all SAXS 

patterns with a Gaussian distribution. 

 

Figure 3. Standard SAXS analysis. (A) SAXS-data taken in a temperature range from 40 to 

110 °C. (B) Characteristic distance, D(z) and (C) FWHM(z) of the diffuse scattering peaks as a 

function of temperature. The closed and open symbols represent the data extracted from heating 

and cooling cycles, respectively. 

The temperature induced variation on the position of peak in the SAXS profiles can be related 

to the changes in clusters’ dimension. The peak position provides a characteristic length, D(z), 

of the assemblies in the fluid state (Figure 3B), whilst the FWHM in real space provides an idea 

of the dispersion of the characteristic extension, i.e. the larger the FWHM, the larger the 

variation of the D-spacing (Figure 3C; note the FWHM(z) is calculated to according to Eq. 4). 



From this standard data analysis, it can be seen that characteristic length of the TAG 

assemblies in the fluid state decreases monotonically with increasing temperature (Figure 3B) 

in agreement with Lin.82 We assume that during the heating process this is related to the 

increasing number of gauche conformers per hydrocarbon chain. Since this induced chain 

disorder leads to an overall shortening of the chains in TAG molecules, the reduction in D(z) 

makes sense, if related to the effective chain length of the TAGs. Regarding the FWHM(z) 

(Figure 3C), as expected, its values increased alongside the temperature. This suggests that as 

temperature increases, the mobility of the TAGs also increases, resulting in a wider spread of 

characteristic length, D(z). 

 

Novel Lamellar TAG Assembly Models for the Fluid State 

In contrast to diffraction data, a global detailed analysis of the broad diffuse scattering from 

TAGs in the molten state requires the application of indirect Fourier transformation methods. 

In this study, we report on such quantitative SAXS data analysis for TAGs for the first time. In 

our novel fitting procedure, we applied a global analysis approach77, 79 to refine the electron 

density profiles (EDP) of TAG aggregates parallel to the membrane normal. In this approach, 

a multi-Gaussian function representing the EDP is applied, leaving their position, height and 

width as free fitting parameters (see methods section). These real-space functions (Eq. 8 and 

10) are Fourier transformed, and then used to fit the experimental scattering curves (Eq. 9 and 

11; Figure 4). 

The simplest lamellar TAG assembly model used comprises two Gaussian distributions, one 

at the center representing the region of back-to-back arranged glycerol backbones (high electron 

density region) and the second Gaussian representing the region of an increased methylene-

group density (CH3) on either side from the center (Figure 4B, 2-G core cluster model). 

Although the fits based on this 2-G model are acceptable (Figure 4A, dashed line), the sharpness 

of the scattering lobe and the low q-scattering intensities are not satisfactorily reproduced. 

Moreover, the position of the methylene group regions seems to be too close to the center (at ± 

0.9 nm), when compared to the chain length of the TAGs (mainly C18:1, C18 and C16) in the 

molten state. We note that the expected chain length of oleic and oleic/palmitic acid mixtures 

is in the order of 1.3 nm.83, 84 Hence, we decided to improve the model further and include a 

second layer of loosely attached TAGs (Figure 2; Figure 4B, right hand side). 

Like the previous 2-G model, the first function represents the central glycerol backbone 

region, and the second Gaussian denotes the region of an increased methyl-group density. In 

addition, a third Gaussian is considered, which reflects the position of the glycerol backbones 



relative to the loosely attached TAGs in the outer shell of the cluster (Figure 4B, 3-G core-shell 

cluster model). The relative height of the third Gaussian can be tuned up/down to 

strengthen/weaken the electron density contrast arising from the outer shell of the cluster. 

Optimization of the data led to a perfect SAXS fit, as seen in Figure 4A (solid line), for the 

scattering profile recorded at 20 ºC (after cooling). A detailed look into the EDP revealed that 

the TAG overall cluster thickness is of approximately 4.74 nm (backbone-to-backbone 

distance), leading to a double layer (2L) thickness of 2.37 nm on either side of the center. With 

expected chain lengths in the molten state of about 1.3 nm (see above), this means the second 

layer of loosely attached TAGs is most probably slightly interdigitating with TAGs of the core 

double layer in the order of 0.1-0.2 nm (Figure 2B and on the right hand side of Figure 4B). 

  



 

Figure 4. (A) Experimental SAXS pattern from molten TAGs at 20 ºC (blue circles) and the 

simulated scattering profile with 2-Gaussian (dashed line and left hand diagram in panel B and 

3-Gaussian form factor model (solid line and right hand diagram in panel B). (B) The electron 

density distribution curves are represented together with the corresponding molecular cluster 

model schemes. Note, the complete data-set fittings are presented in Figure S1 in the 

supplementary information. 

 

Inner Core and Overall Cluster Size Dimensions as a Function of Temperature 

From the 3-G model two main extensions perpendicular to the lamellar TAG assemblies were 

analyzed in more detail as a function of temperature, namely one reflecting the cluster core 

thickness, and the second extension being correlated to the overall thickness of the cluster, i.e. 

including the second layer of loosely attached TAGs (Figure A). The variations in core and 

overall cluster thickness are in the order of a few tens of nanometers as can be judged from the 

scatter of the data points in Figure 5B and C. The core thickness is reduced with increasing 

temperature, from 1.25 nm, at 20 ºC, to 1.18 nm, at 110 ºC. Note that these values are now 

larger than the previously calculated thicknesses using the 2-G model, and in good agreement 

with literature values.83, 84 Similarly, the overall cluster dimension (the core plus the shell 



thicknesses) varies with temperature. We determined a cluster dimension of 4.67 nm, at 110 ºC, 

which increases to 4.76 nm once 20 ºC were reached. While these trends in lamellar cluster 

thicknesses are well understood assuming an increasing chain disorder as a function of 

temperature (increased number of gauche conformers per chain),74 the overall changes are 

small, showing that the chain disorder within the lamellar assemblies does not vary strongly as 

a function of temperature. 

 

Figure 5. The core-shell cluster dimensions extracted from the electron density profiles (EDPs 

in A) calculated from the SAXS data. Note, the standard deviation of the cluster thickness is 

±0.06 nm (B) and the standard deviation of the core thickness is ±0.03 nm (C). That is, cluster 

thicknesses do show a slight hysteresis effect, while within in error the core thickness does not. 

The closed and open symbols represent the data extracted from heating and cooling cycles, 

respectively. 

 

Fine Analysis of the Temperature Dependence of the Second TAG Layer 

Fine analysis of the scattering profiles over the heating and cooling cycle shows that the 

relative height of the third Gaussian in the EDPs decreases with temperature (Figure 6). This 

height is directly related to the electron density contrast of the glycerol backbones of the second 

TAG layer. The more TAGs attach to the outer shell, the higher this contrast emerges in the 

EDP; accordingly, the scattering profile displays a sharper, less broad, diffuse peak at 

ca. 2.4 nm-1 (Figure 3C). To quantitatively describe the attachment behavior of TAGs in the 

shell, we concentrate on the fitting parameter 】貢鎚朕勅鎮鎮】, which reflects the relative electron 



density contrast of the lower concentrated glycerol regions of the second TAG layer. Since 】貢鎚朕勅鎮鎮】 is normalized to the electron density contrast of the glycerol backbone from the center 

of the cluster, its value corresponds to the relative percentage of loosely attached TAGs in the 

shell. We note that a full occupational state in the second TAG layer is reached with 】貢鎚朕勅鎮鎮】 = 50 %, as the centered TAGs are arranged in a back-to-back fashion, while the shell 

exhibits just one layer of TAGs. Having said this, we can estimate that just above the melting 

point (37 °C), roughly 14% of the second layer is occupied by TAGs in an ordered fashion, 

which diminishes to 10% at 110 °C. Upon cooling the sample, the fraction of occupancy in the 

second layer increases up to roughly 17%. 

Interestingly, we also observe a small, but significant hysteresis effect. For instance at 40 °C, 

during heating 】貢鎚朕勅鎮鎮】 is above 7% (TAG occupancy in the outer shell >14%), whilst in the 

cooling scan, it is less than 7% (TAG occupancy in the outer shell <14%). This is expected as 

prior to starting the heating scan the sample was in the solid state (く-V polymorph), thus, the 

TAG occupancy is initially complete, and then slowly decays with increasing temperature. In 

contrast, on cooling, the liquid to solid transition is not only driven by thermodynamics, but 

more importantly governed by kinetic interactions that delay the assembly process of the shell, 

and hence the onset of crystallization.85-87 Nevertheless, what is particularly noteworthy is that 

the hysteresis can also be observed at temperatures more than 40 °C above the melting point of 

CB (37 °C51). If we consider that the obtained hysteresis between heating and cooling ramps is 

directly related to differences in occupation level, i.e. structuring or degree of ordering in the 

molecules, then it is possible to assume that some level of structuring is retained up to 

approximately 80 °C and is only “erased” on heating to higher temperatures. Given that this 

temperature is close to the melting point of the く-form of tristearin, the previous would support 

the proposed order of crystallization in CB, where the first TAGs to crystallize would be the 

fully saturated ones.88-92 

  



 

Figure 6. The variation of relative electron density contrast of the lower concentrated glycerol 

backbone regions of the second TAGs layer. The relative electron contrast values of the shell 

are given in percent with respect to the glycerol backbone contrast of the core. The closed 

symbols represent the data obtained during heating cycle and the open symbols demonstrate the 

ones extracted over the cooling cycle. 

 

Crystalline Traces in the Fluid Phase of TAGs 

Despite the successful simulation of scattering data from the molten TAGs mixture, we 

observed very weak traces of diffraction, specifically at lower temperatures. These weak traces 

became more evident on subtraction of the simulated data from the experimental one. In 

Figure 7, the residual scattering data with respect to our fitted data are displayed in a color-

contour plot for the entire temperature range for the heating and cooling scans. This residual 

scattering is more intense at the beginning of the heating cycle, and covers the range related to 

both 3L (q = 0.9 nm-1), and 2L (q = 1.25 nm-1) structures, which can be associated with some 

remaining lamellar structures from the crystalline phase (く-V). However, above 50 °C these 

residues decrease substantially, until at 110 °C no significant crystalline structures remain. 

Contrastingly, in the cooling scan, it is not until the undercooling regime below 30 °C that more 

intense residues are noticeable. In this case, these residues are found only at 

approximately 1.2 nm-1, which might indicate the onset of crystallization of the higher melting 

TAG species of CB, as proposed by previous workers.88, 92 It is tempting to assume that the 

proposed pre-nucleating structures (Fig. 2 and 5) act as templates for crystallization, similarly 

to monoacylglycerols and surfactants when mixed with fats.93-99 



 

Figure 7. The residual scattering (theoretical scattering intensity subtracted from experimental 

scattering intensity) represented during A) heating and B) cooling of TAGs. A darker shade of 

red represents a stronger intensity of the residues. A darker shade of red indicates an increased 

amount and intensity of residual scattering. Dotted lines indicate expected diffraction peaks 

arising from for 2-L and 3-L stacking, respectively. 

In summary, the residual scattering on heating indicates that CB is not fully molten at 37 °C, 

as is frequently assumed in literature.54 In addition, on cooling, traces of crystallized TAGs can 

be associated with the formation of crystal nuclei with 2L structures that are only evident below 

25 °C after an equilibration time of 10 minutes. Based on our nanostructural findings, it is 

plausible that these very few nuclei will start to grow in number and size once the second TAG-

layer in our pre-nucleating 3-G model is fully occupied (see Figure 2 and 6). Note, once intact 

two TAG double-layers (2L) are completed, solidification of this 4L-cluster would be 

energetically favorable, driven by the maximized van der Waals interaction between 

neighboring FA chains. In turn, these smallest thinkable solid 4L-nuclei, could subsequently 

trigger an epitaxial lamellar growth, leading to the formation of solid crystal polymorphs.6, 73, 

100, 101 

 



Conformational and Dimensionality Considerations of Clustered TAGs 

Our proposed model of clustering TAGs in the fluid phase of cocoa butter (Fig. 2) combines 

structural elements of all three previously proposed smectic-, nematic- and discotic-based 

models68, 71, 72 (Fig. 1). The ‘back to back’ arrangement of TAGs in the core displays a smectic 

motif, while the second layer of TAGs is attached to the core in a loose nematic fashion. Third, 

the strongly curved edges of the clusters are expected to accommodate mainly ‘Y-conformer’ 

TAGs, just as proposed in the discotic model.72 Interestingly, the latest simulation data on 

entirely unsaturated TAGs predict a distribution a mix of four different conformers due to the 

high mobility of the chains above their melting point.59 The main conformer is the ‘tuning fork’ 

(39%), where chains at the sn-1 and sn-3 position point in the same direction, whilst the sn-2 

fatty acid points in the opposite direction. The second largest population (28%) concerns the 

‘Y-conformation’, which Tascini et al.59 call the ‘propeller conformation’. They further propose 

the presence of two other minor populations, a ‘chair’ or ‘h-conformer’ (18%) and a ‘trident 

conformation’ (16%), in which all three FAs point in the same direction. We note, that this 

simulated conformer distribution agrees well with our proposed TAG cluster model, assuming 

the edges to be rich in ‘Y-conformers’ and the planar regions to be mainly populated by ‘tuning 

fork’, ‘chair’ and ‘trident conformers’. 

Lastly, we shall discuss the lateral extension of the proposed cluster formation model. It is 

important to note, that the X-ray scattering patterns are mainly governed by the proposed EDP 

contrast perpendicular to the plane normal, and the SAXS analysis is less sensitive to the lateral 

extension of the clusters. In extremis, – keeping the same EDP-model – we cannot entirely 

exclude that the TAGs assemble in a wormlike fashion (see supporting information for testing 

1D versus 2D lateral cluster extension, Figure S2). On the one hand, the latter scenario mimics 

better the predicted single percolated network as proposed by molecular dynamics simulation.59 

On the other hand, based on polarized microscopy studies,102, 103 we remark that this single 

percolated network cannot explain the stochastic nature of primary nucleation within the fluid 

bulk phase of TAGs,104 and secondly, it is difficult to envisage how the nascent smectic g-phase 

will evolve from wormlike 1D-nuclei. A possible scenario could also be that high temperature 

molten TAGs display more 1D-wormlike clusters, which when approaching the transition 

temperature start to grow also laterally, providing the structural basis for first planar nuclei. 

  



CONCLUSION 

In this study, we propose a new model for the nanostructured fluid of molten TAGs in CB. A 

core layer of TAGs is considered, with their glycerol backbones assembled in ‘back-to-back’ 

fashion, and their FA chains extending outwards. A second layer of loosely attached TAGs (7-

14% occupancy) turned out to be crucial to explain satisfactorily the X-ray scattering data. We 

observed that the occupancy of this second layer of TAGs decreases with temperature, and 

likewise, as temperature drops, the level of TAGs in the shell increases. Our final hypothesis is 

that once this second shell is fully occupied, the crystallization of TAGs can commence. 

Finally, the goodness of the obtained fits permitted to detect traces of crystallized TAGs by 

their subtraction from the experimental data. This allowed identifying crystalline structures 

even above 40 °C, on heating. Remarkably, the presence of crystalline nuclei is also observed 

from approximately 30-25 °C on cooling. The previous observations together with the finding 

of an increased occupancy of TAGs in the outer shell at lower temperatures, implies that the 

proposed self-assembled lamellar clusters of molten TAGs may serve as pre-nucleating 

structures, wherein their planar surfaces aid the lamellar epitaxial growth commonly detected 

in crystallizing TAGs. Nevertheless, this proposed nucleation mechanism does not exclude 

additional heterogeneous nucleation induced by the foreign material inherently present in 

vegetable fats, such as microscopic milling residues from the outer shell of CB. 
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